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Late Fall & Holiday  2018

In late fall, we finally trade our backyard barbecues 
for chimney-side chats. When that indescribable 
“something” in the air changes, we suddenly become 
fond of warm knits and rich tones rather than the cool 
blues and sandy hues that carried us through summer. 
We are entering the season of soireés, and we’re 
stocking our stores with luxurious imported fabrics to 
prepare you for the hustle and bustle ahead.

The late fall and holiday collections are all about texture. For your go-to items, 
we’re filling the shops with plush velvet and comfy ponte. We ordered laces 
and meshes with petals and bows for your showstoppers, because as Oscar 
Wilde said, “One must either be a work of art, or wear a work of art.” One of 
our favorite textures for the season is fur (both faux and real)! We’ll have plenty 
of fur-trimmed cashmere sweaters, handbags, and equestrian wraps. We hope 
you enjoy the variety of rich textures and stylish silhouettes we’re offering.

We’re thrilled with the warm welcome our new Charleston, South Carolina 
boutique has received and look forward to opening our doors in Sarasota, 
Florida very soon! Where would you like to see Sara Campbell open? Send me 
an email at sara@saracampbell.com.

This booklet is a sampling of our favorite items, but plenty more surprises and 
treats await in your favorite boutique (including fabulous gifts and accessories). 
As usual, our team members would be delighted to help you locate the styles 
and sizes you need. Feel free to give your favorite store a ring and take 
advantage of this personalized service!

Warm wishes,

COVER: 
Chemise with back bow
SC 418-300
$328 | 0-14
Mesh blend imported from Spain

In all stores by 10/10

Floral sequin sheath

SC 518-106
$298 | 0-14 
Fabric imported from France

In stores by 11/10
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Cowl drape back dress

SC 518-110
$258 | XS-XL 

Knit imported from Italy

In stores by 11/10

Pin dot textured dress with 
flounce & bow

SC 518-116
$288 | 0-14
Jacquard imported from France

In stores by 11/10
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Inverted pleat dress with
velvet trim

SC 418-301
$388 | 0-14 
Jacquard imported from Italy

In stores by 10/10

Halter top with charmeuse tie neck

SC 518-124
$198 | XS-XL | Burgundy, black

Imported stretch velvet

Audrey pant

SC 518-150
$178 | 0-14 | Black, latte,

& winter white
Imported satin

In stores by 11/10
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Party dress with surplice back

SC 518-108
$388 | 0-14

Imported taffeta and 
stretch velvet

In stores by 11/10

Pin dot jumpsuit

SC 418-378
$348 | XS-XL
Crepe imported from Italy

In stores by 11/10
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Houndstooth and roses dress

SC 418-326
$298 | 0-14
Jacquard imported from France

In stores by 10/10

T-shirt with petal trim

SC 418-314
$128 | XS-XL | Black, ivory

Jersey from USA

In all stores by 10/10

Houndstooth skirt with roses

SC 418-330
$198 | 0-14 

Jacquard imported from France

In all stores by 10/10
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Off-the-shoulder dress with 
hi-lo sleeve

SC 518-102
$248 | XS-XL

Imported stretch velvet

In all stores by 11/10

Houndstooth chemise with 
rosette details

SC 418-350
$258 | XS-XL
Knit imported from Italy

In stores by 10/10
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Shift with trim detail and 
flounce cuff

SC 418-304
$288 | 0-14 | Navy, ivory
Crepe imported from Italy

In stores by 10/10

Tiered shell with oversized bow

SC 518-120
$198 | XS-XL
Crepe imported from Italy

In stores by 11/10
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Striped lurex shift with bow 
back

SC 518-118
$258 | XS-XL | Ivory, black
Imported ponte

In stores by 11/10

Polka dot top with 
grosgrain bow

SC 518-162
$258 | XS-XL 
Bengaline imported from 
Italy

In stores by 11/10
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On-or-off the shoulder top

SC 518-168
$148 | XS-XL

Imported stretch velvet

Cropped pant with ruffle hem

SC 518-164
$168 | XS-XL 

Imported stretch velvet

In stores by 11/10

Jumpsuit with sash waist

SC 518-140
$258 | XS-XL | Hunter green/black, 
Black/black
Imported stretch velvet

In stores by 11/10
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Gingham top with ruffle details

SC 518-158 
$218 | XS-XL 

Dupioni imported from India

In stores by 11/10

Tie-waist blouse with pleated 
collar

SC 518-152
$248 | 0-14 | Ivory, bright blue
Dupioni imported from India

In stores by 11/10
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Ruana with pom poms

SC 518-166
$178 | OS 
Imported metallic knit

In stores by 11/10

Single button lapel jacket

SC 518-138
$258 | 0-14

Imported stretch velvet

In all stores by 11/10
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Knit Picks

SC-1031 | $308
Glacier, black, & pink 

XS-L | 9/30

SC-1035 | $298 
Cornflower, light gray, & black 

XS-L | 10/15

SC-1113 | $148 
XS-L | 10/30

SC 418-352 | $198 
XS-XL | 10/10

Lurex check “Bobby’s Girl”

SC 518-180
$198 | XS-XL

Cotton blend imported 
from Portugal

In stores by 11/30
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Coming Soon!

WWW.SARACAMPBELL.COM

  

 

Wish List:
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